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LOGLINE
A single mother is attacked by a vengeful couple who believe she’s
responsible for their daughter’s murder.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Single mom Kate will do anything to protect her daughter Beth from a dark and
disturbing past that haunts them both. They have started a new life in an isolated
farmhouse in the middle of the woods, far from the prying eyes of other people. Over
the course of one day, Kate begins to suspect that something sinister is happening
around them. As the danger becomes clear, Kate’s motherly instincts are put to the
test. How far will she go to protect her daughter?

LONG SYNOPSIS
Kate and her nine-year-old daughter Beth have started a new life in an old farmhouse
surrounded by a forest outside of a small town. Kate hopes this new beginning will
shield her daughter from their horrible past: Her husband Brad was convicted of
murdering a young girl, based largely on Kate’s testimony. One day her police handler
Hal arrives with disturbing news: Her husband Brad has killed himself in prison, leaving
only a cryptic suicide note: Kate, I know why you did it. Kate tries desperately to remain
in control as she attempts to take care of her daughter and cope with the flood of
emotions dealing with her husband’s death. But Kate is pushed to the brink when a
mysterious couple invade their farmhouse demanding the truth in exchange for Beth’s
safety. They want Kate to admit that it was she, not her husband, who killed their
young daughter. Kate must decide how far she’ll go to save her child.

DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT
What would you do to protect your child?
What would you do if someone hurt your child?
Every parent asks themselves these questions. We hope they’re
hypothetical, but our minds can wander to extreme places
pondering the possibilities.
Being a father of three, I often wonder what I would do if anyone
harmed my children. Being steeped in genre cinema, I imagine
myself seeking revenge in a violent way, not only for justice but as a
way to cope with the emotional devastation.
I have always been fascinated by the terrible things people are
capable of doing to others - but also the length to which people will
go to protect and avenge their loved ones. After hearing terrible
stories of victimization on the news, I wonder why we don’t hear
more about parents of victims taking the law into their own hands.
MOTHERLY is an exploration of all the confusing and contradictory
feelings that I’ve discovered within myself since becoming a
husband and parent. I see myself in Kate’s desperation to protect
her daughter at any cost, but I also see myself in Mary and Lewis
wanting vengeance for theirs.

MOTHERLY is about unconditional love. The grieving love Mary has
for her lost daughter that drives her for answers. The loyal love
Lewis has for Mary that makes him do anything to help her. The
irrational love Hal has for Kate that makes him look past her obvious
involvement in horrific murders. And finally, the maternal protective
love that Kate has for Beth.
Unconditional love is powerful. We often think of unconditional love
as the purest expression of all that is good and benevolent, but it
can take us so deep down to the darkest reaches of our soul that
we can’t find our way out.

Craig David Wallace

Director & Co-writer - MOTHERLY

PRODUCTION NOTES
MOTHERLY came across the desk of Avi Federgreen of Federgreen
Entertainment Inc. through one of the producers of Todd and the Book of
Pure Evil, Andrew Rosen (The Breadwinner) in January 2019. Excited about the
screenplay, Avi brought it to the attention of his producing partner, Laura
Tremblay. The duo loved the clever and twisted nature of the screenplay and
decided together it was a film they wanted to see come to life.
Federgreen and Tremblay then brought it to Raven Banner Entertainment for
possible distribution. The team agreed, MOTHERLY was a film that had to be
made and began working together with Craig David Wallace and Ian Malone
to fine-tune the script.
MOTHERLY went to camera at the beginning of March 2020, directly before
the entire world was hit by Covid-19. Luckily, the team was stationed in the
"middle of nowhere", about 2 hours west of Toronto in a small town called
Port Ryerse, with free reign of an old century home and barn. The team came
together as a collective of incredible crew members that Federgreen and
Tremblay had worked with on past films, creating a very familial and
collaborative process for everyone involved.

On Monday, March 15th, the crew of MOTHERLY watched the news as
Premier of Canada, Justin Trudeau, warned of lockdowns that were to come
across the country due to the Covid-19 pandemic. As a collective, the team
decided to push forward for the last week of shooting the film before the
world essentially shut down. They were all so enthralled and dedicated to get
MOTHERLY made that they came together as a strong collective and let
nothing stand in their way.
It helped to be away from the supposed epicenters of cities like Toronto, and
it brought the team closer together as an unbreakable unit. However, it
became quite clear as the last week of filming progressed, that the country
was going to lockdown. The production team decided to stop filming 1 day
early and everyone went home for a few months knowing the film had yet to
be finished.
Cut to August 2020: a minimal crew of the same people came together for
what would be some of the crew's first experience back on set since the
pandemic hit, to get MOTHERLY in the can. It was a beautiful day filled with
emotion and excitement, not only that the film industry had not been fully
ruined by the pandemic but that they were able to finish MOTHERLY after
having to be away from it for so many months.
Post production came with its own set of pandemic related challenges, forcing
team members to communicate and edit solely through video chat platforms
instead of working together in person. Despite the hardships that Covid-19
presented in 2020, the entire team of MOTHERLY came together and proved
that with a team mindset and a drive to make great art, filmmaking can still
live on.

CAST
British-born actress and graduate of “The Hammond School of
Performing Arts”, Lora Burke broke onto the Canadian indie
scene playing cold-blooded killer Agnes in Poor Agnes (dir. Navin
Ramaswaran, 2017) for which she won “Best Actress in a
Leading Role” at Toronto After Dark film festival and “Most BadAss Performance” (a special Jury Prize created just for Burke) at
Cinepocolypse festival in Chicago. The movie also won the “Barry
Convex Award for Best Canadian Feature” at its world premiere
during the acclaimed Fantasia Film Festival. The following year
Lifechanger (dir. Justin McConnell) featured Burke in the lead
giving a ‘heartfelt performance of the brokenhearted Julia’, also
had its world premiere the Fantasia Film Festival and went on to
win multiple awards during its long festival run. Other credits
include; MOTHERLY (dir Craig David Wallace, coming 2021), For
The Sake Of Vicious (dir Reese Eveneshen and Gabriel Carrer
coming 2021), Netflix original - The Ponysitters Club, and family
features Forest Fairies and It’s a Zoo in Here.

Tessa is a 12-year-old Canadian artist with a passion for acting,
dance, music, and animation voice over. Her love for
performance at a very young age lead her to explore and grow
her talents through a variety of industry projects and recording
opportunities. Her heart and soul are in acting: “There is no
place I’d rather be than filming on set!” This young actress
appeared in international commercials for major brands,
including Moose Toys, Spin Master, Kid Food Nation, Spotify, and
a few other fun projects. In 2020 Tessa booked her first lead
roles in feature films and played Beth in the thriller “Motherly”,
and Princess Maya in Hallmark’s “A Christmas Carousel”. Tessa
loves to travel the world, and is very curious about different
cultures and languages. She’s been fortunate to travel to many
destinations for a variety of projects, competitions and just
hanging out with her family.

After graduating from the ‘Acting for Film and Television’ program at Vancouver
Film School, Kristen brought her passion for acting east to the genre
heavyweight city of Toronto where the fake blood is always flowing. Her vibrant
creative drive, strong work ethic, and ability to turn hard work into play have
helped Kristen find success and build a strong network of collaborators working
on short films, features, and web series alike. She received critical acclaim in
2018 for her portrayal of terrorized twins in the short film ‘Doors’ and again in
2019 for her award winning role as general Evelyn Pierce in the dystopian sci-fi
series ‘The Vault. Catch Kristen currently on the festival circuit as an alien
queen/supervillain named Pandora in Steven Kostanski’s ‘Psycho Goreman’ and
again next year as a heavily addicted, neglectful mother in the dramatic feature
‘Scarborough.’

Nova Scotia native Nick Smyth started off as a cast member on the long running
CBC Series "Street Cents". He began working in Toronto at an early age for Much
Music and studying and performing at the famed Second City Theatre. He has
appeared in over 50 National Commercials and is also known for being a writer
and cast member on the hugely popular Canadian TV Series "Video On Trial" on
Much Music. Nick has appeared in over a dozen feature films and TV shows
including CTV's "Flashpoint" but is also known for the hugely popular short film
"The Flying Man" which to date has racked up over 20 Million views online. The
film was eventually acquired by Sony Pictures. Along with "Motherly" he is also in
the intense Action/Thriller "For the Sake of Vicious" (also from Raven Banner
Entertainment) which is currently on the festival circuit. The film is due for
release later in 2021.

Colin Paradine has had a long and fruitful career in the entertainment industry.
appearing in numerous film, television, and theatre productions. You may have
seen him in Murdoch Mysteries (CBC) , Reign (The CW), Antisocial (Black Fawn
Films), For the Sake of Vicious (Federgreen Entertainment) and Defective
(Possibility Films), to name a few. Colin was nominated for Best Actor award for
his work in For the Sake of Vicious at the South African Horror Festival. He was
also nominated, and won, a "Bloodie" Award at the Blood in the Snow Film
Festival which is a special honor for ensemble casts. This award acknowledged
Colin's work in For the Sake of Vicious. Colin studied at the Humber College
Theatre program, graduating with a diploma in theatre arts. A native of
Uxbridge, ON, Colin now calls Toronto home. Colin can be reached through
Kathy Gait at kgtalent.com

THE TEAM

Craig David Wallace has directed for tv series such as Dead Still, Slasher, Freakish, and Murdoch Mysteries.
He was the co-creator and Showrunner of the cult TV Comedy Todd & The Book Of Pure Evil and co-directed
and co-wrote the Todd & The Book Of Pure Evil Animated Feature Film. He has won an Emmy for his
directing, and has been nominated for Best direction at the Gemini Awards, Canadian Comedy Awards, and
four times at the Canadian Screen Awards. He has been nominated twice and won once for the Writers Guild
Of Canada Awards.

Ian Malone has written for such globe-hopping television productions as Degrassi (Canada & USA), My
Perfect Landing (Canada & UK), and New School (Italy). His other credits as a writer and producer include the
cult comedy Todd & The Book of Pure Evil, the BAFTA Award-winning hit dance series The Next Step, the
Netflix musical Lost & Found Music Studios, the CW half-hour comedy Backpackers, and the Canadian classic
Little Mosque on the Prairie. He was most recently an Executive Producer on the genre-busting family
comedies The Parker Andersons and Amelia Parker which are due to hit the airwaves in late 2021. He was
nominated, along with his co-writer Craig David Wallace, for a Writers Guild of Canada Screenwriting Award
for his work on Todd & The Book of Pure Evil. He currently lives in Toronto.

Avi Federgreen’s over twenty-five years of experience in the Canadian film
industry includes over sixty films
lms produced. Federgreen’s newly completed
films, which are travelling around the film festival circuit include Motherly
directed by Craig David Wallace, For The Sake Of Vicious directed by Reese
Eveneshen and
nd Gabriel Carrer. Current films in release include Things I Do
For Money directed by Warren P. Sonoda, Man Running directed by Gary
Burns, Lifechanger directed by Justin McConnell, and Altered Skin directed
by Adnan Ahmed. Federgreen
ergreen also is the creator of the Indiecan &
Indiecan20K First Feature Initiatives that have now helped 8 first features
get made
made in Canada including the NWT film Elijah and the Rock Creature
Walden
directed by Jennifer Wal
den and the Northern Ontario film Fugue directed
by Tom
Tomas
Street.
Federgreen's other producing credits include One Week,
as St
reet. Federg
Still Mine, Kiss and Cry, Prisoner X, Score: A Hockey Musical, Relative
Happiness, How To Plan An Orgy in A Small Town, Moon Point, I’m Yours,
Hungry Hills, High Life, Leslie, My Name Is Evil to name a few. In the
Summer of 2019 Federgreen directed his first Short film Red Balloon which
is now travelling the festival
ival circuit and in Fall of 2020 Federgreen directed
his first feature film A Family Seduction for Neshama Entertainment
Marvista Entertainment.

Laura Tremblay is a Métis producer, actor, and singer with an intense work
ethic and endless creative drive. Laura started
started her career in the
entertainment industry as an actor and has an array of film, television
levision &
theatre roles to her credit, including The Expanse
nse (Syfy/Space Channel),
Ben Hur (2016; Paramount Pictures), Fugue (Indiecan Entertainment),
Jukebox Hero (Mirvish), Evil Dead: The Musical (Starvox), and many more. In
2016, Laura founded Lucky Dime Films, a production company geared
towards making high quality films on realistic budgets. Laura has produced
many short and feature length films including: Menses (Official selection of
Toronto Short Film Festival), Doors (Official selection of Toronto After Dark
Film Festival), He & Me (Official selection of Deep Cuts Film Festival,
Medusa Underground Film Festival, Berlin Flash Film Festival, & Toronto
Short Film Festival) and many more. Laura was also associate producer on
Justin McConnell’s feature film, Lifechanger (Official selection of over 15
festivals including Fantasia Film Festival, Busan International Film Festival &
Toronto After Dark Film Festival) and just wrapped her first feature film as
producer entitled MOTHERLY, coming to screens 2021. Laura prides
herself on being a strong voice for women in the Canadian film industry.

Christoph Benfey has been using cameras to tell stories for almost two
decades, picking up several awards and accolades along the way. A
passionate filmmaker, Christoph has carved out his own style by
combining an astutely experimental approach to cinematography with
a deep appreciation for tried and tested traditional filmmaking
techniques. Christoph has worked on multiple feature films including,
Things I Do For Money, I Do Or Die, and Motherly. When he’s not
working on long-form narrative films, you’ll still find him behind the
camera on everything from music videos, commercials, TV shows, and
probably even some of your favourite corporate videos.

Spencer Creaghan is a multi-SOCAN award winning and JUNO
nominated Composer. An alumnus of the Canadian Film Centre’s Music
Residency, Creghan’s work has played at festivals globally including TIFF,
and Sundance; on the small screen he scored the YouTube series
Teenagers and the ABC Spark series All for One. Through his
mentorship with composer Lesley Barber, Creaghan contributed to
Netflix’s Irreplaceable You, Amazon’s Late Night and the award-winning
American Woman. Outside the film world, Creaghan creates orchestral
arrangements for symphonic metal acts, including the JUNO nominated
album “Martyr” by Cradle of Filth’s Lindsay Schoolcraft and
Evanescence’s Rocky Gray. Creaghan is currently scoring the first
season of SyFy’s The Surrealtor.

Meryl Allysa Romo iss a 23-year-old Production Designer, Costume
Designer and Actress. As an advocate for BIPOC and LGBTQ+ crews
and talent, she strongly believes that with representation contributing
to the storyline behind-camera, there will be more authentic portrayals
on-screen. Born and raised in Toronto, Ontario, working on Canadian
content is important to Meryl. Since starting her professional career in
2013, she has gained numerous credits in Film, TV, Commercials, and
more. She’s appreciative of the support she received early on, as it has
impacted her growth as an artist.

MOTHERLY

SOCIALS

@motherlymovie

@MotherlyFilm

@MotherlyFeatureFilm

